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Introduction
vv Historical perspectiveHistorical perspective

–– VaporwareVaporware (CFP '95) to first release ('99)(CFP '95) to first release ('99)
–– Java? IM? Ha! Barely even early web...Java? IM? Ha! Barely even early web...
–– PrePre--filefile--swapping P2Pswapping P2P
–– Copyright wasn't the enemyCopyright wasn't the enemy------ITAR wasITAR was

vv But years later, lessons still unlearnedBut years later, lessons still unlearned
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Introduction
vv Technology is not valueTechnology is not value--neutralneutral------this is an advantagethis is an advantage
vv DonDon’’t hide policy decisions behind technological t hide policy decisions behind technological 

necessitynecessity
vv Political change through technology, not white papersPolitical change through technology, not white papers
vv The issue weThe issue we’’re addressing here: re addressing here: PrivacyPrivacy

–– An important political agenda and a fundamental rightAn important political agenda and a fundamental right
–– The false dichotomy of privacyThe false dichotomy of privacy vsvs technologytechnology
–– Doing a better job leads to better designDoing a better job leads to better design

vv The importance of trustThe importance of trust
–– ThatThat’’s what wes what we’’re really doing herere really doing here
–– Robustness, security, privacyRobustness, security, privacy
–– Users should Users should nevernever be surprisedbe surprised
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What the architecture enables
vv Allow large numbers of people to share information...Allow large numbers of people to share information...

–– CollaborationCollaboration
–– MatchmakingMatchmaking

vv ......without without forcing them to extend a lot of trust
–– ExposuresExposures
–– ReliabilityReliability

vv A system design that puts user privacy firstA system design that puts user privacy first
vv Doing the right thing for Doing the right thing for socialsocial reasons leads to a system reasons leads to a system 

that is more  technically that is more  technically robustrobust as wellas well
–– Hard to subvertHard to subvert
–– Hard to take away once itHard to take away once it’’s givens given

vv Users don't have to think about the security!Users don't have to think about the security!
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Privacy and Security
The Threat Model

vv Decentralization helps with:Decentralization helps with:
–– CrackersCrackers
–– InsidersInsiders
–– SubpoenasSubpoenas

vv Cryptography helps with:Cryptography helps with:
–– Packet sniffingPacket sniffing
–– Traffic analysisTraffic analysis
–– Spoofing and replaysSpoofing and replays
–– Subverted agentsSubverted agents
–– Subverted distributionSubverted distribution

vv What donWhat don’’t we address?t we address?
–– Denial of serviceDenial of service
–– Mobile code, Byzantine failures, trusted path to binaries, insecMobile code, Byzantine failures, trusted path to binaries, insecure ure 

local workstation, poorlocal workstation, poor passphrasespassphrases, rubber, rubber--hose cryptanalysis, ...hose cryptanalysis, ...
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The fundamental approach:
Decentralization

vv Centralized solutions require too much trust even if Centralized solutions require too much trust even if 
there is no privacy concern...there is no privacy concern...

–– Hardware failureHardware failure
–– OverloadOverload
–– Business foldsBusiness folds

vv ...and worrying about privacy makes it much worse:...and worrying about privacy makes it much worse:
–– Bad faithBad faith
–– CrackersCrackers
–– SubpoenasSubpoenas

vv Decentralized approaches can solve these problemsDecentralized approaches can solve these problems
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The sample application---Yenta:
Bringing together people with similar interests
vv Automatically form clusters of usersAutomatically form clusters of users
vv Uses for the clustersUses for the clusters

–– Matchmaking (1Matchmaking (1--toto--1)1)
–– CoalitionCoalition--building &  interestbuilding &  interest--group formation (ngroup formation (n--toto--n)n)
–– Finding & building communitiesFinding & building communities

vv Some scenariosSome scenarios
–– ““Hey, I didnHey, I didn’’t know you were working on that, too!t know you were working on that, too!””
–– ““You mean, there are You mean, there are othersothers with the same symptom cluster?with the same symptom cluster?””
–– ““II’’m a technical recruiter...m a technical recruiter...””
–– ““Does anybody else in the world share this interest?Does anybody else in the world share this interest?””

vv InternetInternet--based deploymentbased deployment
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General class of problems
vv More than one user in the systemMore than one user in the system
vv Users all peers of each otherUsers all peers of each other
vv Users interact by sharing informationUsers interact by sharing information
vv Not every user knows about every otherNot every user knows about every other
vv Users can be grouped into clusters based on attributesUsers can be grouped into clusters based on attributes
vv Partial ordering possible among user characteristicsPartial ordering possible among user characteristics
vv Some information must be protected from disclosureSome information must be protected from disclosure
vv Each user runs the application on a local machineEach user runs the application on a local machine
vv Application runs continuously and has persistent stateApplication runs continuously and has persistent state
vv HighHigh--availability network availability network 
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Possible applications
vv YentaYenta------our focus hereour focus here
vv EE--commercecommerce
vv Collaborative filteringCollaborative filtering
vv Finding expertsFinding experts
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Components of the solution
vv AgentAgent--based architecturebased architecture

–– One agent per userOne agent per user
–– DecentralizedDecentralized

vv All agents are pseudonymousAll agents are pseudonymous
–– No connection between agentNo connection between agent’’s name and users name and user’’s true names true name
–– Unique agent identity worldwideUnique agent identity worldwide

vv CryptographyCryptography
–– All communications and storage are privateAll communications and storage are private
–– Agent identity cannot be forgedAgent identity cannot be forged

Yenta

http

Yenta

http

IY
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Forming clusters of agents
vv Data structuresData structures

–– Cluster cacheCluster cache
–– RumorRumor cachecache

vv Comparisons between peersComparisons between peers
–– PeerPeer--toto--peer estimations of similarity for each agentpeer estimations of similarity for each agent
–– Referrals via shortReferrals via short--term memories of recent contactsterm memories of recent contacts

uu Agents remember address & contents of recent messagesAgents remember address & contents of recent messages
uu Works like word of mouthWorks like word of mouth

vv BootstrappingBootstrapping
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Using the clusters
vv Sending a message to everyone in a clusterSending a message to everyone in a cluster
vv Messages between individualsMessages between individuals
vv Defeating traffic analysisDefeating traffic analysis

you

cluster
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Reputations via Attestations
vv If everyone is pseudonymous, how do I know anything If everyone is pseudonymous, how do I know anything 

about who Iabout who I’’m talking to?m talking to?
vv AttestationsAttestations------things you say about yourself...things you say about yourself...

–– ““I work atI work at YoyodyneYoyodyne..””
–– ““I wonI won’’tt spamspam you.you.””

vv ...that people who know you can ...that people who know you can signsign
vv Your agent sends attestations to each one it talks toYour agent sends attestations to each one it talks to
vv You can use attestations to decide whether toYou can use attestations to decide whether to

–– Introduce yourselfIntroduce yourself
–– Accept messagesAccept messages

vv Works likeWorks like keysigningkeysigning and the PGP web of trustand the PGP web of trust
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Design desiderata
vv Must be openMust be open------publish sources!publish sources!

–– No design review leads to weak systemsNo design review leads to weak systems

vv Use existing cryptoUse existing crypto
–– BrandBrand--new systems cannot be trustednew systems cannot be trusted

vv WholeWhole--system designsystem design
–– Weak pieces compromise entire systemWeak pieces compromise entire system

vv Minimize information collectedMinimize information collected
–– If you donIf you don’’t want to be subpoenaed for it, dont want to be subpoenaed for it, don’’ t collect itt collect it

vv NobodyNobody’’s perfects perfect
–– Security is a goal, not an absoluteSecurity is a goal, not an absolute
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Security implementation
vv No central pointsNo central points
vv Strong crypto everywhereStrong crypto everywhere

–– Between YentasBetween Yentas
–– Between Yenta and browserBetween Yenta and browser
–– Persistent state on diskPersistent state on disk

vv Message floodingMessage flooding
vv InterestInterest--mixingmixing
vv UnforgeableUnforgeable pseudonymspseudonyms
vv Public sourcePublic source
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Why strong cryptography?
vv Users must be able to trust the systemUsers must be able to trust the system
vv Many adversaries with good resourcesMany adversaries with good resources

–– Industrial espionageIndustrial espionage
–– GovernmentGovernment

vv Many examples of bad actorsMany examples of bad actors
–– A culture of snoopingA culture of snooping——IRS/GAO report, ...IRS/GAO report, ...
–– A litany of FBI problems; LAPD wiretaps, ...A litany of FBI problems; LAPD wiretaps, ...
–– Many foreign governments much worse ...Many foreign governments much worse ...
–– ...and we're racing them to the bottom with the  PATRIOT act......and we're racing them to the bottom with the  PATRIOT act...

vv No technical costNo technical cost------even strong crypto is fasteven strong crypto is fast
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Trusting the application
vv Signatures are part of the storySignatures are part of the story
vv Trusting the vendor can only go so farTrusting the vendor can only go so far
vv Reading source code is a big job!Reading source code is a big job!
vv Collaboration amongst reviewersCollaboration amongst reviewers—— YvetteYvette
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Decentralization—An evaluation
vv All the advantages youAll the advantages you’’ve heard already...ve heard already...

–– Privacy and security advantagesPrivacy and security advantages
–– Overall system can be more robustOverall system can be more robust

vv ...but more work for the...but more work for the implementorimplementor::
–– CanCan’’t just fix it on the servert just fix it on the server
–– Will always have a mix of versions in the fieldWill always have a mix of versions in the field
–– Users are already conditioned to expect centralityUsers are already conditioned to expect centrality

vv Making theMaking the implementorimplementor’’ss life more difficult...life more difficult...
–– ...doesn...doesn’’ t matter to userst matter to users
–– ...might encourage fewer totally...might encourage fewer totally--buggy early releasesbuggy early releases
–– ...but might kill you if time...but might kill you if time--toto--market ismarket is thetheonlyonly metricmetric

vv Making money requires you to think harderMaking money requires you to think harder
–– No obvious revenue streamNo obvious revenue stream
–– Data mining is Data mining is profitableprofitable and this tries to and this tries to preventprevent itit
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Comparison and Advice
vv Recent socialRecent social--networking approachesnetworking approaches------all centralizedall centralized

–– LiveJournalLiveJournal
–– FriendsterFriendster
–– OrkutOrkut

vv Centralization encourages the wrong mindsetCentralization encourages the wrong mindset
–– Creepy terms of serviceCreepy terms of service
–– Somebody'sSomebody'sthinking about moneythinking about money
–– Laughable security (passwords, subpoenas, PATRIOT)Laughable security (passwords, subpoenas, PATRIOT)
–– A single point of failureA single point of failure

vv Other P2P systems aren't really socialOther P2P systems aren't really social
–– Avoiding law enforcementAvoiding law enforcement
–– Coping with massive bandwidth needsCoping with massive bandwidth needs

vv Can we make a hybrid?Can we make a hybrid?
–– Decentralized architecture...Decentralized architecture...
–– ...but human names & distributed discovery...but human names & distributed discovery
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Discussion?
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